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Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Joe Wiklem <
Date: Thu, 11 Aug 2011 00:57:06 +0000
To:
From: Joe Wiklem <
Subject: Redistricting plan
Message Body:
You need to leave things alone, I'm a Cypress resident and I feel that what you are
trying to do will put us with Long Beach and since we are a small city, our voice will
be small. You Politician need to do your job and stop trying to so call fix things,
there is nothing wrong, SO LEAVE IT ALONE. We have been doing fine all this time and
now you what to put your noses in something you should keep it out of. We do not want
this and will fight to stop this. If you are voted in, we can vote you out. I guess you
canoot find anything better to do with your time. Don't take our voice, stay out of
here and leave us alone.
-This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
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Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Judith Cox <
Date: Wed, 10 Aug 2011 23:14:03 +0000
To:
From: Judith Cox <
Subject: Redistricting
Message Body:
I am very concerned about the redistricting some or our Orange County cities with Los
Angeles county cities. This does not make geographical sense and it is breaking one of
the quidelines/rules of redistricting - crossing over county boundary lines.
I do not want a representative who is stretched to the limits with a district too
large and wide spread to truly understand what is important to the various sections of
their district - little common interests.
I want my taxes to cover and pay for the area I live in, not miles away in another
county.
I Adamantely Object to the current plans for redistricting.
Please honor the quidelines and rules for Redistricting.
-This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
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Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Paul Boggs <
Date: Wed, 10 Aug 2011 17:36:47 +0000
To:
From: Paul Boggs <
Subject: Redistricting
Message Body:
I am totlly opposed to the new boundaries. We live in Orange county not LA county. To
whose benefit is this proposal going to ? I, also hear that Richardson has some issues
that need to be addressed.
-This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
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Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Richard Day <
Date: Wed, 10 Aug 2011 17:32:53 +0000
To:
From: Richard Day <
Subject: Redistricting Cypress CA
Message Body:
Please donot redistricte the city of Cypress.
Cypress resident for 42 years.
Thank YOU....

Richard & Joan Day

-This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
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Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Richard Staley <
Date: Wed, 10 Aug 2011 21:11:41 +0000
To:
From: Richard Staley <
Subject: Proposed Redistricting boundary
Message Body:
As a Cypress resident for 40 years I oppose the proposal to dump Cypress into a
Congressional district that crosses the Los Angeles - Orange County boundary. We fear
a small city like Cypress will be drowned out by the differing interests of a much
larger port city like Long Beach. We moved to Cypress, Orange County because we didn't
want to live or have votes or decisions in Los Angeles County. Cypress is ORANGE
COUNTY, and not LOS ANGELES COUNTY. Los Angeles can take care of their own problems.
Cypress (Orange County) have enough of our own
so LEAVE US ALONE!
-This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
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Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: YveƩe Krebs <yveƩ
Date: Thu, 11 Aug 2011 03:45:26 +0000
To:
From: Yvette Krebs <
Subject: Against the proposed redistricting boundary
Message Body:
My family and I are residents of Cypress, CA and we feel very strongly against the
proposed redistricting boundary.
-This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
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Subject: RedistricƟng
From: Clyde Timmerman
Date: Wed, 10 Aug 2011 14:05:33 -0700 (PDT)
To:
CC:
Sirs:
I am a regitered voter an a long Ɵme resident of Cypress,California.
I have just seen the preliminary final maps for Congressional, LegislaƟve and Board of EqualizaƟon
districts.
I wish to make a comment.
The City of Cypress is a small land-locked community in Orange County California. We have been
included in a Congressional district that crosses into Los Angeles County. The largest city being the
Port of Long Beach.
I fear that the interests of the residents of the City of Cypress will be drowned out by the much
large Port of Long Beach.
Cypress has no common boundry with the Port of Long Beach,. We are separated by the San
Gabriel freeway and A large Community park (El Dorado Park).
I urge you to reconsider and possibly locate us within Orange County And our more Eastern
neighbors.
I personally do not shop or have any common interests with the residents of the Port of Long
Beach.
Thank You
Clyde F Timmerman
Cypress, California
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Subject: RedistricƟng
From: "Gary " <
Date: Wed, 10 Aug 2011 08:23:57 -0700
To: <
CC: <
<

<

The California Citizens redistricting commission has posted preliminary final maps for Congressional Legislative and
Board of Equalization districts. The City of Cypress and been dumped into congressional district that crosses the Los
Angeles- Orange County boundary. This is unacceptable all importants will be placed with the city of Long Beach and
Cypress will be sitting on the side line. Leave this city alone if you want to know the feelings of the citizens of Cypress
with this dumb act give us a chance to vote on your planned action.
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Subject: RE-districting
From: Larry Lowman <
Date: Wed, 10 Aug 2011 13:39:59 -0700
To: <
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Subject: Reject the Preliminary Final State Senate Plan
From: lucia trujillo <
Date: Wed, 10 Aug 2011 19:29:24 -0700 (PDT)
To: "
<
I am writing you today because I want you as a body that represents California's diversity to
reject the Preliminary Final Map for the California State Senate. Based on a study by a
strong group, NALEO Educational Fund, they have found that the Commission's Preliminary
Final Map would diminish Latino opportunities in California's State Senate and does
not provide California’s growing Latino community with a fair opportunity to achieve full
representation in California’s democracy. As the fastest growing minority population, this
move made by the Commission would be a disgrace and a step backwards when we are
now becoming stronger in numbers and voices.
I am certain that you are aware that testimony submitted to the Commission on July 21, 2011,
the NALEO Educational Fund outlined concerns with the Senate map visualizations. (To
view testimony click here). It is absurd that you, as the Commission have not taken the
appropriate and necessary steps to address these issues. I urge you to address the
revelation made by NALEO Educational Fund that shows the Preliminary Final Senate map
reducing the number of districts where Latinos can effectively choose their elected leaders,
from six to five. As a constituent that resides in the Valley, I am concerned that Latino
communities in the San Fernando Valley and Orange County would be located in Senate
districts with a weaker Latino presence than their current districts. These are areas where
Latinos have just started to obtain a stronger voice in California’s democracy.
Our community wants the fair opportunity to elect candidates of our choice. I urge you to

address these concerns and reject adopting the Preliminary Final Maps for California State
Senate on Monday, August 15, 2011.
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Subject: Cypress is in Orange County!!!
From: "Adrianne E" <
Date: Wed, 10 Aug 2011 12:58:46 -0700
To: <
We are very much opposed to being lumped and dumped with the City of Long Beach in
the Congressional redistricting changes. Our City is in Orange County and we would like to
remain districted in Orange County.
Here is another case of manipulation by those in charge to get the votes from Long Beach
and eat up the votes of the smaller cities of Orange County. You ought to be ashamed of
yourselves!!! Not all the voters are dumb and stupid to not see what you are
attempting!!!!!!! We are opposed wholeheartedly to your redisctricting plans.
Please place Cypress, Los Alamitos and Rossmoor back to where they were or at least
districted in Orange County with Orange County cities only!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

8/11/2011 8:37 AM
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Subject: resristricƟng
From: Alberta Brose <
Date: Wed, 10 Aug 2011 14:01:28 -0700
To:
I am a long time resident of the city of Cypress. It is a wonderful, small community in which
to raise children ( did this) and also a great place to be retired (as I am now). I have read
about the proposal to include Cypress, Los Alamitos and Rossmore (Orange County cities)
in with Long Beach -- a large port city in Los Angeles County.
I am highly opposed to this combination of cities. Cypress, Los Alamitos and Rossmore are
small cities, highly residential, with ties to Orange County. Our needs are quite different than
those of a large city, especially an important port city such as Long Beach. It would be a
much better fit to include these cities with contiguous Orange County cities such as La
Palma, Buena Park and Garden Grove.
Please consider carefully the impact of redistricting.
Thank you.
Alberta Brose
Cypress, Ca 90630
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Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Barbara Griﬃth <
Date: Thu, 11 Aug 2011 00:50:59 +0000
To:
From: Barbara Griffith <
Subject: Changing Cypress to go with Long Beach
Message Body:
Please do not put Cypress with Long Beach. They are very different cities. I live in
Cypress, but in the Los Alamitos School district. My kids graduated from Los AL and
played sports in Los AL. We are also in OC versus LA County. I am apposed to changing
the lines for Cypress.
Thank you,
Barbara Griffith
-This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission

8/11/2011 8:38 AM
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Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Consuelo Wesling <
Date: Wed, 10 Aug 2011 17:38:56 +0000
To:
From: Consuelo Wesling <
Subject: Redistricting
Message Body:
I have lived here in Cypress for 36 plus years. I am happy with the way things are now.
Happy with ED ROYCE representing me.
I strongly object to any changes.
-This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
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Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Dennis Marinello <
Date: Thu, 11 Aug 2011 00:23:39 +0000
To:
From: Dennis Marinello <
Subject: Redistricting, Cypress into Long Beach.
Message Body:
Cypress is a small bedroom, land locked community in Orange County. The needs, concerns
and priorities of Cypress do not match up to a city the size of Long Beach, which is in
Los Angeles County. Cypress would be an after thought and overshadowed by this
redsitricting plan. Cities such as, Westminister, Los Alamitos, La Palma and Garden
Grove have more in common than just being in Orange County. I feel that this is an act
to silence people of the City of Cypress.
Mr Dennis J. Marinello
-This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
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Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Don Landry <
Date: Thu, 11 Aug 2011 03:25:40 +0000
To:
From: Don Landry <
Subject: Long Beach Water Co
Message Body:
I am strongly against Port of Long Beach Water, being allowed to provide service to my
home in Cypress. I lived in Long Beach and was never happy with the water or services
provided. They were one of the main reasons I moved from Long Beach. Not to mention
rate increases for water when people have a hard enough time making ends meet.
-This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
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Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: "Elizabeth A. Kemp" <
Date: Wed, 10 Aug 2011 19:14:38 +0000
To:
From: Elizabeth A. Kemp <
Subject: Cypress, Los Alamitos, Rossmoor redistricting
Message Body:
Cypress and Los Alamitos, as well as unincorporated Rossmoor, represent small town USA.
These family-oriented cities make decisions based on what is best and safest for
children and families. Their schools' API scores consistently reach into the highest
levels. Thanks to the support of both communities through bond monies all of the
schools are in the process of being renovated
Long Beach views itself as an International city and makes decisions based on what it
views as politically correct, i.e. bike lanes and gay rights; while its streets are in
desperate need of repair and their schools lack grass on which children can play. Long
Beach's efforts center on making money, bringing in tourists ( i.e. conventions and
road races) and policing the unruly.
Lumping these cities together into a Congressional district will not serve the needs,
desires and goals of Cypress and Los Alamitios. People in power in Long Beach are
experts at pushing their own agendas over the needs of the city and wishes of the
people. Their political might will overpower the interests of the smaller towns.
Lastly, Cypress and Los Alamitos are in Orange County while Long Beach is in LA county
with different tax bases, insurance rates and political ideology.
-This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
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Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Howard Nista <
Date: Thu, 11 Aug 2011 03:58:23 +0000
To:
From: Howard Nista <
Subject: Congressional Districts
Message Body:
I do not agree with the Congressional Districts of Cypress, Los Alamitos and Rossmor
being merged into the Long Beach
Long Beach and Orange County have different needs
and those of us who live in Orange County will no longer receive the proper
respresentation we have received in the past
I strongly urge you not put this proposed change in effect
-This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
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Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Jean Staley <
Date: Wed, 10 Aug 2011 21:01:08 +0000
To:
From: Jean Staley <
Subject: Proposed Redistricting boundary
Message Body:
As a Cypress, California, Orange County resident, I am opposed to the proposal to dump
Cypress into a Congressional district into Los Angeles County. We feel our interests
of a small city like Cypress will be drowned out by the differing interests of a much
larger port city like Long Beach. We are in Orange County and that is why we moved
here and did not want to live or deal with the problems of Los Angeles County.
Leave us alone.
-This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
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Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Mary Ann Crowder <
Date: Thu, 11 Aug 2011 17:48:23 +0000
To:
From: Mary Ann Crowder <
Subject: Redistricting
Message Body:
Do not change our district. We do not want to be put in with Long Beach or any part of
Los Angles. They are much bigger cities than Cypress and we would not get the differing
interest that they get. JUST LEAVE US IN THE DISTRICT WE ARE IN. We are happy where we
are. We don't need Los Angeles telling us what to do and not get any of the interest we
are suppose to get.
-This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
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Subject: PeƟƟon
From: "Bill Anderson"
Date: Wed, 10 Aug 2011 19:56:50 -0700
To:
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